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Presidents Report
Grant
So it’s currently raining outside and if it was a
weekend I might well be a little upset, but since
its only Tuesday there is still a small ray of hope
that it will be fine for the weekend…. but I’m
not counting on it as it is WINTER !!
Nonetheless, I have still been able to get a little
bit of flying in throughout the month which was
nice. I hear the Grey Head Brigade (Retirees)
have also been making the most of every fine day there is, which is good
to know, as I hate seeing good flying days go to waste! My biggest news
for the month though however is that I invested in a purpose-built Model
Trailer (third hand) from a fellow modeler in Auckland.
In recent times I have
struggled to get more than
one large model in my van,
so the trailer will allow the
freedom to take a couple of
large models to the field or
on a road trip. It can only be
good.
So, June saw us cancel the
Clubman
and
Classic
Grant’s new aircraft
Aerobatics event at our field
carrying trailer.
due to predicted poor weather,
but it didn’t stop a number of members heading over to Tauranga for
their annual Model Auction the following day. This was probably the
biggest auction in some time with a few good bargains to be had, along
with the usual pick and mix of good and not so good items. All up, an
enjoyable day catching up with everyone and watching the bidding wars.
With 50mm of rain the night before our June Float plane day, many were
surprised to wake up to fine weather on the Sunday morning. This set the
scene for a good days flying with only a slight wind from behind causing
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a little anguish for one or two pilots. Gordon has compiled an article
further on, so I won’t spoil his thunder. As always, a big thankyou to
Phil for providing the rescue craft which got a good bit of use thanks to
the offshore breeze!
For July we have planned our
monthly Themed flying day on
the 17th around a Warbirds Flyin.
It will be nice if we can get a
good turnout of aircraft to fill
the skies. As always, if you
don’t have a Warbird, don’t
worry, the field is still open to
all members with any aircraft
you want to fly on the day. It’s
Trainee boatman Ryan
possible, but no promises, there
may be some BBQ sausages on the go for lunch…but don’t hold us to
that as it’s not guaranteed at this point!
Junes club night saw a mixture of items including Frazer demonstrating
a new GPS 3D tracking system for aerobatic aircraft. This was pretty
impressive technology, but I won’t try to explain it here. If you are
interested have a talk with Frazer. Of course, our main topic of the night
was 3D printing as applicable to model aircraft presented by Jack
Brinkman. This was an interesting discussion around what’s possible,
what’s practical and how 3D printing is changing the world in general.
Jack also brought along a printer and set it printing a sample item whilst
he gave his talk. Very interesting, thanks Jack.
For July’s club night its back to “all in” member participation with a
request for you to bring along a useful or unusual tool or some
modelling item you simply can’t do without.

I wish my tool box looked like this
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Alternatively, please bring along your latest project or parts thereof
(that’s a big hint to Stan there) so we have items to discuss, look at and
ask questions about.

Stan’s Spitfire after the first wash

These interactive sessions can be some of the most valuable nights for
sharing ideas and experiences. Also, there will be the usual array of
photos and videos to catch up on if the tables are looking light…which I
hope they won’t be!!
Recently it came to my
attention when I was handed a
Commemorative Glass from
the Hamilton Clubs 70th
Anniversary that the Club has
turned over not one, but two
decades since that event.
Yes, that’s right, the Hamilton
MAC is officially in its 90th
year of operation, having it
origins before World War Two
and establishing itself in 1932.
That’s a pretty good innings by
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any club’s standard and I’m proud to say we are still going strong
despite the many changes in the world around us. We may not draw the
youngsters to the hobby like the early days, but we do include many that
are young at heart and that’s what counts in an ever-changing
environment.
Finally, a big thanks to the committee guys who recently spent a good
part of a nice flying day replacing all of the electric fence wiring around
the runaway and pits areas. Therefore, we now have a good strong
electric current running around the field, so beware of touching a live
wire. Please ensure you don’t leave any part of the fence down whilst
it’s still connected as that causes it to short and burn out. If you have any
doubts please ask and if you accidentally cause any damage, please
notify a committee member so we can get it fixed up asap.
Ok, that’s my lot for July. If you can’t get out flying because its too wet
or too windy, make the most of the time in the workshop on those
projects (and please bring them to club night).
As always, my last words this month are… Remember safe flying is no
accident (and lets keep it that way)
Cheers
Grant
__________________________________________________________
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Aircraft I Dream About— the
Beardmore Inflexible
Bruce Pickering
With an unusual name like Beardmore Inflexible, you would rightly
expect an aircraft equally unusual. You wouldn’t be disappointed. For a
start, William Beardmore was a shipbuilder. Following his father, he
worked for a shipyard established in Glasgow by Robert Napier. Later
he founded William Beardmore and Company, specialising in
manufacturing steel forgings and armour plate, becoming the largest
steelworks in Scotland. In 1900 Beardmore acquired the shipyard of
Robert Napier in Glasgow. Although it grew into a successful company,
the post war recession hit the firm hard and the yard was forced to close
in 1930.
Just how his future developed from there we don’t know, but given the
era and pervading attitude of the old timers, you can imagine him
thinking, “Well, I can’t build ships anymore, so I might as well build
aeroplanes.” It’s possible his thinking was prompted by the fact that he
had build an aircraft carrier, the Argus, which was the first to have a full
length flight deck. Additionally his company had branched out into
building locomotives, airships and aircraft engines, and they had built
aircraft under licence during the war, so perhaps it wasn’t too much of a
stretch to think about designing and building an aeroplane with his own
name attached. Unfortunately, his previous heavy engineering
experience was not enough.
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At the time, stressed skin metal construction in aircraft was very
innovative, when most large aircraft were still mainly wood and fabric.
The Beardmore Inflexible was also to be a monoplane, at a time when
biplanes were still in vogue. Because the Treaty of Versailles forbade
Germany from building aircraft, designer Adolph Rohrbach collaborated
with Beardmore to develop an experimental all metal transport in
response to a call by the Air Ministry. Rohrbach provided the drawings
and Beardmore the construction expertise.

The aircraft was constructed largely of the then relatively new duralumin
alloy. The fuselage was of simple rectangular cross section, consisting of
sheets riveted to a dural frame. The all metal wings consisted of a centre
section box bolted to the fuselage, with the outer panels, having dihedral
of six degrees, supported by two spars. Like the fuselage, the wings were
covered with sheets of dural. The biggest aircraft of its day, with a
wingspan of 48 metres, the cantilever wing was designed to be fully self
supporting. But true to type, the boffins of the day declared it would
never fly and if it did the wings would fall off. Before being allowed to
make its first flight therefore, support cables had to be fitted from the
fuselage to well out on the wing to prevent such an event from
happening.
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The Inflexible did not have any flaps; the ailerons spanned the outer half
of each wing and were fitted with aerodynamic balance horns. The
aircraft’s huge weight rested on two enormous main wheels and a
steerable tail wheel. The main wheels, when fitted with the specially
designed tyres from Dunlop Rubber Company, measured 2.29 metres in
diameter. Incredibly, it is reported that when the tyres were inflated with
air the aircraft’s weight increased by 32 kg. An innovative feature was
the hydraulic braking system that could be automatically applied when
the tailwheel touched the ground.

Construction progressed slowly, often delayed by material shortages, but
it was finally completed in mid 1927. For some reason it had to be
transported from Glasgow to Ipswich in England for test flights. The
only way to get it there was by sea, so it was broken down and shipped
to Ipswich docks. However, the Aeroplane and Armament Experimental
Establishment had no means to transport the oversized components to
the nearby Martlesham Airfield. Even disassembled, the fuselage
sections were over 12 metres long, and the outer wing panels were
almost 19 metres long. To move the pieces a special transport with
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steerable axles had to be constructed. Once assembled at Martlesham it
was found that the wingspan was too great to get into the largest hangar,
so special trolleys were built to fit under each wheel so the aircraft could
be pushed into the hangar sideways.

Ground testing began in January 1928 and the first flight occurred two
months later. At the time it was the largest aircraft ever to fly. Although
it took off in only 300 metres and appeared to be quite stable in flight, it
was sadly under powered, or too heavy, or both. Twenty three metres
long and 6.45 metres high, maximum weight of this leviathan was 16.7
tonnes. Top speed was 177 kph (110 mph), landing speed was 105 kph
(65 mph), and climb rate at sea level was a miserable 359 feet per minute.
Later flights revealed poor pitch and roll control in rough weather and at
slow speeds. Wake turbulence from the central engine created vibrations
in the tail. However, the cables “supporting” the wings were not needed.
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The Inflexible was displayed a handful of times before being grounded
after only 48 hours flying time. Following static testing it was left to rot
in the English weather, ostensibly for corrosion testing. Occasionally
some of the dural skin was removed for other purposes. It served some
useful purpose however, airfield guards would shelter in its fuselage
during bad weather. Eventually it was scrapped; the only surviving relic
is one enormous wheel on display in the Science Museum. Although it
was felt that the aircraft demonstrated the feasibility of all-metal stressed
skin construction, it would be some years before this technique was fully
implemented. One does wonder about the name Inflexible when looking
at all the wrinkles that show up in photographs.
Hardly a thing of beauty, would the Beardmore Inflexible make a good
RC model? Well, check out this 21 ft model with 3 Zenoah 38’s and then
make up your mind.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMgDUSGOiJc
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June Float Planes
Gordon
The scheduled mid-winter float plane day looked
to be a non starter if the heavy rain on Saturday
night was anything to go by but come Sunday
morning and WOW, it had cleared to a lovely
fine morning!
There was plenty of leftover water lying around
from the previous day but we have water planes
so who cares! There was little wind but the
direction was from behind the pits which was not
ideal but not a problem.
We had 3 visitors from New Plymouth this time, thanks Keith, Ross and
Justin for coming up. They all had a good flying day. Justin is
particularly smooth on the sticks. Well done.

Justin, all the way from New Plymouth about to be
let lose on Lake D
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There were strong numbers of us locals as well so the lake was pretty
busy all day.

Also all the way
from New
Plymouth were
Keith and Ross.
Glad you could
make it.

For once there seemed to be no major disasters although Bryce managed
to put in his small foam delta due to lost orientation. On recovering the
bits it was found that the lake gods had gobbled up the battery! It would
appear that their tastes have moved from I.C. to electric now!
Allyn Ward was trying a refurbished electric flying boat when a clack
was heard with the propeller disappearing to the bottom so maybe they
also like the taste of those as well.
Rex had his Anderson Kingfisher out to try again, this time Aunty was
on the sticks but as hard as he tried it could not get up onto the step, just
wanted to bury its nose and suck water. Hmm, back to the drawing board.
Brad had bought out a refurbished flying boat just to sit in the water to
see if it would float. Well, float it did and away from the shore and
required a boat rescue! You need to hang onto these things with an
offshore wind Brad! Much laughing was had by all!!
Aunty’s normally smooth silky flying reputation took a dive (literally)
when he botched a couple of landings resulting in boat rescues....Oh how
the mighty have fallen!!
However, the highlight of the day (for me anyway) was the long, long,
awaited maiden flight of Wayne’s “Beast Plus”. We managed to twist
Aunty’s arm to do the test flight and after a bit of the usual fiddling away
she went. Took off, flew and landed pretty well, just some of the usual
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adjustments required for next time but success at last! Boy it’s been a
long drawn out process Wayne! The cheers from the “peanut gallery”
could be heard for miles!

Wayne…..and his Beast
As always there was lots of other action which rounded off a good mid
winter day. Thanks to Phil for providing the rescue boat again.
Next day will be on August 7th. at Lake Kainui (D) again, see you there...
Gordon

The float plane pit area
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John Dawkins
with Calmoto

A Maule takes
flight

HMAC’s Top Man Brad, always busy.
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Recently shown on Youtube
Freewing Flightline Motion RC Fatal P38 RC
plane crash
In case you haven’t seen this doozy yet have a look at this recent
Youtube clip. First thing that springs to mind is safety at the
flying site. We all talk about it and this is why:
There is pilot standing out on the strip flying his glider when a
P38 comes barreling through with obvious consequences.
As Frazer points out the guy flying the P38 was doing a beat up
down the strip. Main problem here was no pilot box. If those two
were standing next to each other the accident would not have
occurred. Enough said.

https://youtu.be/9c89qCNv2-c
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Indoor Flying at Drury
Bernard Scott
The Auckland MAC holds indoor flying meetings in the Drury School
hall, Young Crescent, Drury, on the third Monday of each month
between 7:30pm and 10:00 pm. AMAC often has a theme or
competition for each evening, although other indoor flying is welcome.
The hall is excellent for indoor flying. Last year, Dave Crook and myself
attended some of these meetings, and last month Wayne and I flew
Hangar Rats there. The drive isn’t too onerous as it ends before any
serious Auckland traffic. The next meeting is on the evening of 18th July.
AMAC has a $10 hall use levy. Brian Howell is the event steward
should further information be required. b.how@xtra.co.nz

Bernard pictured here at the
clubs last Indoor meeting at
the Te Rapa Sportsdrome
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If you’re interested in flying
Indoor at Drury. This is
where it is
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Garage Sale of Old Time Models & Motors.
16th July 2022 at 9am.
15 Diomede Glade, Flagstaff, Hamilton.
This collection belonged to Ron Henneker one of the
Hamilton Model Clubs original members.
Ron at 94 is moving to a retirement village in Auckland
to be closer to family.
He has asked any funds made from these sales be
donated to the Hamilton Model Aero Club so come
along and see if you are interested in a relic from the
past.
Large electric powered radio controlled glider.
2 x large radio models with transmitter and servos.
2 x free flight models powered by Mills .75
ModelAir Humming Bird kitset.
KeilKraft Luscombe Silvaire kitset.
Chuck gliders.
Assorted model motors, DC350, Cox Peewe, ED2.46, McCoy29
rear
Induction, small American motor marked as Baby Spitfire.
2 x electric helicopters
Model box, assorted props, assorted wings and tail planes.

Phone Brian Howser 07 8543634 or see you on the
day.
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And
from
our
correspondent

Hauraki

Gulf

Malcolm Foster
I am trying something a bit different for upcoming floatplane days - I
seem to be in the minority with my electric powered beasties when I
catch up with all you guys, so I am building a flying boat powered by
a .52 ASP four stroke, on a pylon. It's a recycle-job; wing is from an
earlier plane, and is polystyrene, balsa and Litespan construction,
ailerons still to be fitted. Body is a renovated flying boat Hull, (used to
have four electric motors) and I am strengthening it strategically. I have
plumbed in the new motor and fired her up. Heaps of power - For its
eight-foot wingspan it will end up around four and a half pounds weight,
so it should go OVER the waves rather than THROUGH them.... The
hull has an excellent and proven planing shape, and the motor is faired in
with the good old recycling standby - beer can aluminium....Some
photos attached.
Not the greatest flying weather up here on the Thames coast, but often
there's a calm patch on a dull day, so I am keeping my hours up - much
more so since retirement.
Cheers,
Malcolm Foster
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Alan has a new plane
I purchased a VQ kit for general flying
around..
It is a Cessna 208 Caravan with a 1700mm
wingspan for a 46 2 stroke or a 70 4 stroke.
As I had a spare 70 4 stroke and Gordon had
checked it over and had it running I thought
it would be ideal for this aircraft.
I liked the shape of this passenger aircraft.
and it should be a great flyer..
The servos in the wings are four small servos so had to get some that had
good torque ..
The build is going very well and cannot fault these VQ kits.
I know Seagull do a large 2.3 m kit which I like but with the room I now
have will have to stick with the smaller aircraft.
Not to worry Alan, I’m sure Grant has room in his trailer…Ed
Photos attached
Cheers Alan
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The VQ model build quality is superb

_________________________________________________________
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And Phil has a new plane too
Photos: Brian Holden
Here are some photos of Phil’s new Cub.
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So tell everyone about your new shiny plane Phil………………
“The Piper PA-18 Super Cub is a two-seat, single engine aircraft
designed by the Piper Aircraft Company. First introduced in 1949,
Super Cubs rugged construction, impressive payload and marvelous
short-field performance quickly made it a mainstay of the bush flying
fleet.
Like its full-sized counterpart, the FMS PA-18 Super Cub has excellent
handling at low speeds and wide performance. FMS selected an
attractive, scale-inspired silver, white and black paint scheme to make
this all-time-classic stand out from the crowd. Components such as LED
lights, large tundra tires, and functional flaps are replicated with
authentic detail. Flying off water couldn’t be any easier with the
included float set with water rudder. The factory installed 4S compatible
power system combine with the functional flaps delivers STOL
performance from smooth or rough terrain. For pilots looking for an
easy-to-fly, scale aircraft with gentle trainer-like flight characteristics,
plenty of power and an unmistakable golden-age appearance—the FMS
PA-18 Super Cub 1700mm is all that, and more”.
Thank you Phil, I couldn’t have said it better….Ed.
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Lovely landing

__________________________________________________________
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Mid-Winter Thermal
Thaw Report
Dave
Travelling to Auckland’s
Ambury Farm Park for this
iconic soaring event is getting
to be a bit of a habit. In fact
since its inception in the mid
eighties I don’t think I have
missed many of them. One
has to wonder why. After all, it is the middle of winter, the temperature
is generally cold, either windy raining or both and there are very few
thermals to be had.
I think that the camaraderie of the soaring pilots has a lot to do with it,
catching up with friends you only get to see once or twice a year and lets
not forget the wonderful BBQ lunch provided by Aneil Patel every year.
This year’s competition had two categories: Radian and Open.
200 metre launch height for both with the Radians on a 7 minute time
slot while the Open pilots had a 10 minute slot

What a fine bunch of fellows
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The weather conditions on the day of the competition were ideal, a bit
overcast with periods of blue sky and a bit of sunshine poking through
every now and then with a wind coming from the south west that wasn’t
going to blow your hat off.
All planes were fitted with height limiters set for 200 metres or 30
seconds, whichever came first. Then it was up to you and for your timer
to try and indicate what everyone else was doing and whether there was
any good air or lift to be had.
And of course with all soaring contests there were landing points also,
closer to the spot the better and you were penalized for arriving either
early or late.
The only real drama on the day
being a Li-Po battery that caught
fire within a few seconds after being
connected inside a competitor’s
plane. It was deemed there was a
short circuit when some wires came
into contact with the ESC. The
plane was quickly turned upside
down with the battery falling onto
the grass. One new battery and ESC
only required.
When’s lunch?
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David Wilkins from Auckland’s North Shore Club took the honours in
the Radian Class whilst Auckland Soars Chris Kaiser won the Open
category. Both flew all rounds consistently and were worthy winners.

Chris Kaiser is only 3 seconds
away from winning the Open Class
with his 4m Maxa
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Yes it is expensive and no, you can’t fly it

In case you’re wondering, that
long wire is my non working
thermal indicator

No cigar this year. Yours truly came in
seventh. Vege soup was excellent though
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Warbirds on Parade
Air show at Ardmore
Grant
The day was pretty good with two display flying
slots before the weather closed the show early
around 1:30pm with light drizzle & low overcast
clouds.
A big crowd with a small number from Hamilton club on site.

A Siemens-Schuckert D.IV
Credit: NZ Warbirds Assoc Web page
Country of Origin: German Empire
Engine: Gnome Monosoupape 9 Type N, 160hp rotary piston engine
Original Engine: Siemens Halske Sh.III, 160hp or 200hp geared rotary
piston engine
Length: 5.70m (18ft 8in)
Height: 2.72m (8ft 11in)
Wing Span: 8.35m (27ft 5in)
Maximum Speed: 118mph (190kmh or 103 knots)
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Range: 2 hrs endurance
Service Ceiling: 26,240ft (8000m)
Armament: 2x 7.92mm Spandau machine guns
During August of 1918, the Siemens Schuckert D.IV started to appear
with front line units. It was officially described as being “superior by far
to all single-seaters in use” and was regarded to be the best performing
fighter of the Great War. Despite its qualities the type saw little conflict
as the following month saw the armistice signed and the War came to an
end.
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The Tauranga Auction
Grant
This was probably the biggest auction in some time with a few good
bargains to be had, along with the usual pick and mix of good and not so
good items. All up, an enjoyable day catching up with everyone and
watching the bidding wars. (re-printed from Grants Presidents report)

That is a lot of planes
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So what happened elsewhere during
June?
Well, down in the “Naki’ the New Plymouth club finally held their
Speed theme day, only three weeks after it was scheduled due to weather.
In the end it was a three way tie so no one got upset.
Congratulations to Mike, Justin and Keith

__________________________________________________________

The club also had installed a weather station on top of their Tardis
Clubhouse. So no more looking out the window and guessing what the
wind is doing. Hoorah!
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My old new slope plane
Dave
One day while I was recently going through my plane stash I came
across my very old slope soarer from years gone by. Now I’m talking 20
years plus here when I was a member of Auckland Soar and we would
fly off the top of Mangere Mountain quite regularly.
The plane is called a Weasel produced by a company once called Dream
Flight in the USA. Up front was a 700mah Ni-Cad battery which has
been in the nose all this time. Well to cut a long story short it no longer
worked and I gave up trying to find a replacement.
A nice 2cell 300mah Li-Po would fit in there perfectly but one look at
the poor old thing, and before I knew it one thing lead to another and
everything had been stripped out of it and off it. What started as a five
minute job turned into a week long project.
Nice new covering on the elevons, new paint job all round including the
Iron Cross, new servos, ditch the old 36 mhz receiver for a 2.4 Rx and of
course the battery.
I have to admit it now looks a million bucks and a far cry from what I
pulled down off the shelf.
The motto here is if you’re quite possibly thinking of getting rid of an
old sad looking airplane how about giving it a makeover instead. You’d
be surprised, I was.
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The Weasel lives again
__________________________________________________________
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Parting Shot

Wimp

It’s freezing

Gordon and Gary have contrasting ideas
about winter
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Coming Events 2022
What’s On, When and Where
July 2022
• HMAC Club Night Meeting
July 13, 2022 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
• HMAC Monthly Themed Fly-in - Warbirds
July 17, 2022 @ HMAC Reekers Fied, 231 Collins Road, Hamilton
• Glider Aerotow Event – Hawkes Bay
July 22, 2022 - July 24, 2022 @ 719 Aorangi Road, Southern Hawkes Bay

August 2022
• HMAC Float Plane Day @ Lake Kainui (CONFIRMED)
August 7, 2022 9:00 am - @ Lake Kainui (Lake D) Lake Road, Horsham
Downs
• HMAC Club Night Meeting
August 10, 2022 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
• HMAC Monthly Themed Fly-in – Fun Fly Tasks
August 14, 2022 10:30 am @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road,
Hamilton

September 2022
• HMAC Club Night Meeting
September 14, 2022 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms,
68A Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
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Ooops

Please refer to the clubs website for any
cancellations to programmed events
Next Flight Lines August 2022
August Newsletter deadline – Wednesday 3 August 2022

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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